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A Study on Sensationes of Language
in “Kinugasanaihuutananji”
Chiho Yamamoto
 “Kinugasanaihuutananji” written by Teika Fujiwara is comprised of three 
works. Each of the works has different contents and constructions because they 
were sent to different people, but there is one thing that these works have in 
common: Teika criticized and questioned, based on examples. It is worth focusing 
on points Teika pointed out in terms of phrases and vocabularies.
 In this paper, I examine Teika’s sensations of language, based on points Teika 
pointed out. In particular, on the basis of comments about “kaho” expressions, 
“Amanokaguyama” and “Mimuroyama”, I scrutinize “Syuigusou” in order to 
clarify the vocabulary and the source of inspiration of words that Teika had.
 Consequently, I have obtained the two following results:
1.  Teika told people to restrict the use of words which exceeds his or her levels of 
poems.
2.  Teika tended to praise the poems that he could not come up with. Especially, the 
tendency is stronger when the poems involve the words from “Manyoushu”.
